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CATCH
of the DAY...
What’s
floating our boat this month

1 THIS GILET

2 THIS SIGN

3 THIS FACE CREAM

4 THIS PHONE CASE

The Henri Lloyd Loft Vest is
perfect for the mixed weather
autumn brings. Waterproof
and wind-resistant, with
Primaloft insulation, it also
comes in a women’s fit
(£80, henrilloyd.com).

Strung with strong sea grass
twine and with a reversible
design, this beach sign is an
ideal indoor decoration to
remind you to head to the
beach this surfing season
(£17, coastalhome.co.uk).

Fans of Isle of Wight-based
beauty company Liz Earle
and its Superskin Moisturiser
will be keen to get their
hands on the new version
with added neroli – simply
heavenly (£39, lizearle.com).

Keen cyclists can now use
their phone’s in-built sat nav
– as well as answer calls –
while on the road with this
waterproof phone case
that attaches firmly to the
handlebars (£50, aquapac.net).

WHAT’S FLOATING YOUR BOAT? Let us know on our facebook page,

facebook.com/coastmagazine, or email us at coast.enquiries@kelsey.co.uk
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SEA SAFARI
PHOTOGRAPH LUCY STREVENS

Since 2007, Lucy and Sean Strevens
have been treating coast lovers
to excursions on their Cheetah
catamaran. Departing from Ventnor
Harbour on the Isle of Wight – daily
during summer months – seafarers
can cruise the Undercliff coastline
before helping to haul lobster pots.
There’s also a fishing trip out to the
mackerel holes to collect a catch, and
the chance of a quick dip for keen
swimmers (oceanbluequay.co.uk).

MAKING LANDFALL

Devon-born artist and master crafter
Peter Bolt carves intricate 3D nautical
charts of our scenic coastline.
Capturing each headland, bay, cliff
and valley in perfect detail, every chart
is meticulously crafted by hand. A
love of the South West coast inspires
many of his creations, but Peter
can replicate any section of the UK
coastline and beyond. To commission
a chart, visit land-fall.co.uk.
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BOOK OF

MONTH

MR MAC AND ME
It’s 1914 and architect and designer
Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
together with his artist wife
Margaret, have moved to war-torn
Walberswick where villagers
suspect the Scot of working as a
German spy. Melting real-life events
with her own experiences of
seaside Suffolk, Esther Freud’s
story of art, artists and wartime life
is told through the eyes of local
publican’s son Thomas, a young
boy whose six brothers lie in the
local graveyard. A compelling read
(Mr Mac and Me, £16.99,
Bloomsbury Publishing, is
published on 11 September).
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